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Build a Sustainable
High Reliability Culture
J3P has partnered with Vizient Southern States, and the technology firm, Rali, to deploy a more
efficient, effective, interactive approach to building a sustainable High Reliability healthcare culture.

Succeed where traditional HRO training fails.
The High Reliability DNA Program . . .
•

Define an outstanding patient experience. Commit to it. Keep it as the
focus and make delivering this experience to every patient, every time,
your primary goal.

•

Teach and reinforce not only the tools and processes, but also the
behaviors and skills that become your culture and reflect your values.
Change how people work together to solve problems and constantly
improve.

•

Teach leaders how to create, and LEAD, a High Reliability culture.

•

Create physician champions by engaging the medical staff from day one.

•

People begin to think and behave differently. They change the way they
approach the work…

•

High Reliability becomes part of their DNA.

The hybrid delivery model can reduce implementation time by up to 30%
and reduce cost by up to 50%
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Marty Scott, M.D., MBA, Vice President of HRO Programs, has trained over 60,000
people in HRO principles and led HRO efforts in his last three senior leadership
roles. He’s on the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (”IHI”) team and is a faculty
member for American Association of Physician Leaders. He Coaches Chief Quality
Officers, MECs and medical staffs on continuous quality improvement and HRO.
He’s a fellowship-trained pediatric intensivist. Lean Six Sigma Black Belt, Certified
Patient Safety Officer, and TeamSTEPPS Master Trainer
Dr. Scott is, particularly, focused on engaging senior leaders and the medical staff.
Rather than just implementing tools, you build a sustainable HRO culture.

The HRO DNA program was developed through a partnership between
J3P and Vizient Southern States.
The Activ8 Learning Platform brings an innovative learning journey to
individuals and teams. The unique microburst, Learn-Do-Inspire model
connects groups through interactive communication and learning to
collaborate, grow, and change.
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No matter where you are
in your HRO journey,
this program will
accelerate your efforts.

J3P Healthcare Solutions
174 Nassau Street, Suite 108, Princeton, NJ 08542

•

High Reliability is the FOUNDATION
o The driving force for a culture of
zero harm

•

Tools and programs, alone, don’t
create a sustainable safety culture

•

Give leaders, physicians, nurses and
staff the self-awareness, insight and
team skills to USE the tools and
processes, effectively
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J3P’s Approach to this Work

What Does Success Look Like? The Assessment process will identify prioritized safety metrics and
areas of focus. In six months, departments will be positioned to see reductions over the following
six months in key metrics including hospital-acquired infections and other patient safety indicators.

J3P’s Offerings
Leader
Development

Career
Success

Department
Performance

Executive
Coaching

Effective
Teams

Strategic
Consulting

High
Reliability

Contact us to learn more. We’ll evaluate your current program and design a
customized deployment to alter your High Reliability DNA.
clientservices@j3phealthcaresolutions.com
www.j3phealthcaresolutions.com
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